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BeautyUX
This is a conversion-focused benchmark analysis of 4 competitor beauty and cosmetics websites, namely:
●
●
●
●

Clinique (https://www.clinique.com)
Fresh (https://www.fresh.com)
Lush (https://www.lushusa.com)
Sephora (https://www.sephora.com)

We selected these sites among the top 25 in their category, according to Alexa rankings.
Our analysis measures the overall user experience of each site as a composite of 5 separate UX dimensions:

Appearance | Clarity | Usability | Credibility | Loyalty
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BenchmarkUX / How
Website

Competitive benchmarking UX dimensions:
Appearance
Clarity
Usability
Credibility
Loyalty
Global

Sephora
LUSH
Fresh
Clinique

Percentile Rank - In this case, 43rd
percentile, meaning out of full database
of websites ranked, 57% rank higher

Normalized curve of all
websites ranked across all
industries. Each site is
plotted relative to one
another based upon the
standard deviation of all
sites in the sample. This
curve evenly distributes
sites along the x-axis in
balance

100%
Excellent

0%
Poor

Standalone rank
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Sites within
a subvertical

Competitive rank
0%
Poor

50%
Average

100%
Excellent
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BenchmarkUX / Why
Competitive UX Benchmarking is the practice of testing different
aspects of a website and comparing them to competitors,
systematically and with the objective to obtain quantitative data.
The testing is done manually, by real people, specially recruited
for this purpose.
Competitive UX Benchmarking will help you to get a better
understanding of how your website is perceived in the sea of
options that consumers have these days.
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BenchmarkUX / Methods
The benchmarking process starts with a series of tests performed on the live websites by
real Users. Users are asked to perform some task and they need to figure out how to that
that, with no assistance.
The experience of each User is “logged” in our system via a standardized questionnaire.

LIVE UX
TEST

SURVEY

DATA
ANALYSIS

BENCHMARK

This type of survey, repeated for a number of different websites, allows us to benchmark
the user experience of a website in a unique and highly useful way for conversion-minded
practitioners.
We call the approach BenchmarkUX.
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BenchmarkUX / Tasks
We recruited and surveyed 108 people (55 men, 53 women).
The participants were asked to browse the test website as if they were
shopping for something, beauty items in this case.
Here is one of the tasks the participants were asked to perform:
1. Find lipstick for $25 or less.
2. Once found, compare it to other similar ones and choose the one you would like to buy.
3. Add it to the shopping cart.
4. Imagine you want to buy something as a gift for your friend. Find an item you think they would like
and add it to the shopping cart.
5. Go to your cart and complete the purchase.
Credit Card#: 1111 2222 3333 4444 CVV: 111 Expiration Date: 06/01/2017.
6. Your task will end when you see an error message after submitting the proxy credit card information.

After testing, we administered a survey to each participant.
They were requested to answer each question on a 5-point scale:
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BenchmarkUX / Methods
The UX benchmark metric is adapted from the SUPR-Q: a comprehensive measure of the quality of the website user experience.
Published in 2015 in the Journal of Usability Statistics, Jeff Sauro presents this new standardized survey metric that has four
subcomponents to measure perceptions of a website’s usability, credibility, appearance and loyalty.

Survey questions
APPEARANCE
“I found the website to be attractive.”
“The website has a clean and simple presentation.”

CLARITY (our additional question, not part of SUPR-Q)
“I clearly understand why I should buy from this website instead of its competitors.”

We modified this metric by adding an
additional UX dimension: Clarity.
Website clarity, or specifically, clarity
of the value proposition a website
offers on it’s homepage, is a primary
driver for customers’ motivation, thus
extremely important to conversion
rates.

USABILITY
“This website is easy to use.”
“It is easy to navigate within the website.”

LOYALTY
How likely are you to recommend this website to a friend or colleague?
“I will likely visit this website in the future.”

CREDIBILITY (Trust)
“I feel comfortable purchasing from this website.”
“I feel confident conducting business with this website.”
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BenchmarkUX / Methods
The main characteristics of the BenchmarkUX approach:
●

Conversion Focused: developed with a UX dimension quantifying user’s perception of a website's value proposition, or why
they should consider a site compared to its competition.

●

Quantitative: based on 100+ user datapoints for each site.

●

Generalizable & Transferable: it can describe the quality of any website - ideal for relative context, understand how scores
relate to each other when measuring before and after a design change, or compared to a competitor.

●

Multidimensional: it includes the main factors for measuring website User Experience and general quality of a website.

●

Standardized, Normalized, and Validated: it has been developed through extensive testing on a massive user testing
database (see the peer-reviewed paper on it’s foundation) and the metrics produced for any one website is able to be placed
in context relative to its peers and relative to itself if replicated after website modification.

●

Repeatable: ideal for quantifying a baseline for comparison against later site design changes.

●

Ideal for Competitive Benchmarking: Quickly and reliably know how your website is perceived (in dimensions of
appearance, clarity, usability, and credibility) relative to your competition. Comparing against multiple websites provides
context for what’s working and not working to make inspired, hypothesis-driven design decisions.

●

Ideal alongside User-Testing results: 5-10 user sessions providing qualitative, open-ended responses to questions relative
to similar UX dimensions as what’s in the BenchmarkUX metric will provide actionable direction for design improvements.
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BenchmarkUX / Methods
With the data from these questions across participants (ranging from 55 - 108 per site), we calculated
a competitive UX benchmark metric among the sites studies, and within sub-verticals (e.g., apparel,
nutrition, recreation) and thus provide a quantitative perspective that complements the qualitative
user-testing data.
The results between the quantitative and qualitative testing aren’t explicitly comparable, but they
both should be a foundation for where hypothesis, testing, and benchmarking should start.
Note that, as we developed a unique calculation of the benchmark metric (adding the UX dimension
of Clarity), results are not directly comparable to the SUPR-Q metric calculation.
However, the metric we derived leverages the psychometric validation work to create and qualify the
list of questions. In our opinion and field testing it improves the benchmark by adding a valuable
perspective related to customer motivation towards buying from one vendor instead of another.
Ecommerce business today are competing with the likes of Amazon, Best Buy, Zappos, and need to
differentiate by clearly relating the benefits for why a customer needs to buy from them and not from
Amazon.
The value proposition, a part of our thinking in creating the Clarity question, has proven to be one of
the most important test variables in creating consistent and significant lifts in conversion
optimization rate.
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BeautyUX / Appearance
Survey questions
I found the website to be attractive.
The website has a clean and simple presentation.

Takeaway
All sites score an above-average appearance compared to the other sites in our
database. This suggests a higher barrier-to-entry or increased expectations
among users in this space.
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BeautyUX / Clarity
Survey questions
I clearly understand why I should buy from this website instead of its competitors.

Takeaway
All websites are highly visual, featuring stunning images and very little
text. They are perceived as exceptionally clear.
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BeautyUX / Usability
Survey questions
This website is easy to use.
It is easy to navigate within the website.

Takeaway
For an eCommerce mobile website, getting usability right appears to be a major
challenge. Three out of four among the tested Brands achieved their lowest score
on this dimension. While Sephora and Fresh perform above average on Usability,
Lush is clearly not on par.
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BeautyUX / Credibility
Survey questions
I feel comfortable purchasing from this website.
I feel confident conducting business with this website.

Takeaway
Three out of four of the websites benchmarked are perceived as highly
credible. One of them (Lush) lags a little behind on the Credibility metric as it
achieved a barely average score.
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BeautyUX / Loyalty
Survey questions
How likely are you to recommend this website to a friend or colleague?
I will likely visit this website in the future.

Takeaway
Loyalty is the UX dimension that set these Brand apart the most.
The four websites show loyalty results spread all over the upper 50% of the bell
curve. Lush and Fresh can definitely improve their results with some work on
this UX dimension.
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BeautyUX / Global
We can declare a clear winner among the 4 websites we tested.
Sephora has done a great job on its website, developing a platform that
stands out on all the 5 dimensions we tested.
Clinique and Fresh have room for improvement, as we can see from the 100
feedback we gathered during user testing.
Lush definitely lags behind.
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BeautyUX / Sephora
1st
Place

50%
Average
0%
Poor
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BeautyUX / Sephora / User Quotes
What did you like about your experience on the
website?
“The website is beautifully designed. You can see exactly what the colors are of
any makeup that you're interested in purchasing. It's fun to look at the various
products.”
“There's a lot more selection and you can use the filter for price range and
sorting for price in a meaningful way. When I applied the filter by price, the
results loaded within 5 seconds. The pictures were clear and attractive.”
“Quick easy and straightforward I liked something I click it pay for it and I'm
done. How everything should be.”
“I liked the free shipping when ordering multiple items. I also liked that the
deals were very easy to see.”
“The pull down menus from the top was elegant looking but nut fussy. Loaded
quick and to where I wanted. It was alright bit could've been better. I feel that
it shouldn't be a hassle. To find a product.”
“It was well suited to mobile format and let me know how much more I needed
for free shipping.”
“Very fluid and reactive, it was quick, no ads, clear shipping options and easy
checkout.”
“I liked the ease of locating everything and quickly limiting it to just my
needs.”
“I loved how I could just scan my credit card information in instead of typing.”

Was there anything that frustrated you
about your experience on the website?
“This website would not open on my mobile phone. I tested other websites to
make sure it wasn't an internet problem, but other websites opened. I had to
complete this company on my desktop and type in the URL of the cart.”
“I do like to shop at Sephora when I know exactly what I want. They might
have too many products. While I love the company they have a lot to see on
their site. It can be overwhelming.”
“No. Honestly I have used this site before and find very few errors in its
service. It was simple to navigate to the product and check out.”
“It was harder to navigate to lipsticks than other websites. I also didn't see
the shop section at first, which should have been obvious.”
“Most of the website was very cluttered and felt very chaotic. It was very hard
to navigate compared to the other websites.”
“So many drop down bars. It was really annoying. I click to expect to be
taken to make no another drop down menu.”
“The scroll bar to set the price filter was finicky and inaccurate. It would have
been easier to type the number.”
“For a mobile website, I felt it was a bit too cluttered. A lot going on while
trying to navigate on my phone.”
“The checkout was a little frustrating, and i didn't see the free samples until I
was checking out.”

“I loved their overlay and their packaging. The items looked gorgeous.”
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BeautyUX / Fresh
2nd
Place

50%
Average
0%
Poor
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BeautyUX / Fresh / User Quotes
What did you like about your experience on the
website?
“The search Feature work well, although there was no actual lipstick per se,
more tinted sunscreens. Also I like the free samples with each order.”
“I liked that the site had a lot of variety. I've never heard or seen the Fresh brand
before so it was interesting to look around the site.”
“That it was quick and simple. I didn't have to read though loads of information
and the products were all easy to see.”
“The website was very responsive, no lag, no errors. I liked the pics of the
products ... They were very clear.”
“I liked that they said how much more I would need to reach free shipping and
that they included free samples.”
“The website was easy to navigate and visually appealing. Looked high-end and
was presented nicely.”
“I thought it was easy to use and very clean looking. It fits with the brand
image.”
“The website design was nice and it was easy to navigate on my chest phone.”
“It is very clean and simple design as well as the category organization.”
“I liked that it had a search bar and everything was listed easily.”
“It was very easy to search and was also very well organized.”
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Was there anything that frustrated you
about your experience on the website?
“There were too many things popping up. The first thing you see is
registration information rather than shopping information. Actually, I
should say, when I chose to shop, rather than shopping things coming up,
there were all kinds of registration things coming up, and that was
annoying.”
“Email sign-ups came up at the end during the checkout process, and that
was annoying. I would rather check out and then have the option to receive
emails. I like the other side better that offered free shipping, of course.”
“Pop-ups and scrolling were awful. Constant sliding graphics that I had to
scroll to exit. Had to type in state and city, zip code didn't auto fill. Had to
format phone number manually. Couldn't find search. Too many options on
main menu.”
“The search function was very hard to find, the website was very closer and
didn't function well on a small touch screen. It was very cluttered and I kept
clicking the wrong thing .”
“When I looked at the website using landscape mode, I only saw lip
exfoliator under lip care and I thought I was on the wrong page for lipsticks.”
“No everything was very easy. The website was very easy to navigate. The
check out process was very easy to do.”
“The prices on the goods from the site were very high. Not sure if I could
afford anything from this website.”
“I kept clicking things that weren't properly formatted for mobile and I would
have to start all over.”
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BeautyUX / Clinique
3rd
Place

50%
Average
0%
Poor
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BeautyUX / Clinique / User Quotes
What did you like about your experience on the
website?
“I love Clinique' Website. It's very crisp and clean looking. They have a lot of
variety for skin care and makeup. It's very enjoyable to browse their products on
their site.”
“I liked that when I pushed add to bag it automatically took me to my bag and I
didn't need to navigate to find it to check out.”
“Nothing it was frustrating if I had to choose I'd say they had nice lipstick
colors.”
“The free sample option was nice. And checkout with PayPal is always a
convenience.”
“It was simple.. i liked the way the color options were set up for the lipsticks.”
“The website was clean and intuitive. It anticipated my actions well.”
“The layout was somewhat clean. It was easy to find the lipstick.”
“The search icon was very prominent and the products looked nice.”
“Well, of course, all of the packaging and colors are so pretty.”
“Everything worked as it should. They also had a lot of choices.”
“It had special products right in the middle on the front page.”
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Was there anything that frustrated you
about your experience on the website?
“I didn't like it that the first thing was an email sign up, when I thought
it was a registration sign up. I also didn't like all the various offers
coming all over the place. I would prefer a separate tab for "your
offers." where I could get samples or other points and things like that.
The offers got in the way of a clean shopping and checkout process and
made it a slight hassle.”
“I was unable to add anything to my cart when I browsed lipsticks from
the sidebar to the main item page, but was able to when scrolling
through to the quick add on the search list.”
“The categories weren't as nice as the very first site. It felt like I had less
choice here and the most obvious products were only the bestsellers.”
“Clicking on the main makeup button showed all their products. I had to
use the menu button at the top left to specifically find lipstick.”
“The layout was harder to maneuver through than the other websites. I
kept having to go back and forth to find what I needed.”
“Pop ups were difficult and scrolling on the mobile phone was tedious.
Would have been much more enjoyable on a desktop.”
“I thought the graphics on the front page were a little overwhelming.
The filter by price was not out in front.”
“I would press add to cart and nothing would happen. I would have to
go back to homepage and try again.”
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BeautyUX / Lush
4th
Place

50%
Average
0%
Poor
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BeautyUX / Lush / User Quotes
What did you like about your experience on the
website?

Was there anything that frustrated you
about your experience on the website?

“I like that Lush has anything you could want in terms of bath products and
skin care. The website is very appealing and well designed. It's easy to
navigate.”

“This website was a little bit harder to you find categories, per se, based upon the
way the front page is organized based on bath bombs. However, I simply searched
lipstick, and I found what I was looking for.”

“It was very well designed. I like the addition of adding pictures and making it
feel more homely. It was also pretty easy to navigate.”

“No there was nothing that I found to be frustrating. I'm a long time Lush customer
so I regularly buy products from them online. I like their website.”

“The navigation was great. It was setup in broad categories that you could
explore. Very nice looking and functional website.”

“The whole website didn't fit on my phones screen. I had to scroll over to the right
to see the button for my cart.”

“Quick easy and straightforward I liked something I click it pay for it nd I'm
done. How everything should be.”

“Too many adds, pop ups are terrible, too much marketing while I was trying to
search for something else.”

“I liked how quick it was to get from the product page to checkout and that
you can checkout as a guest.”

“Nothing, it was pretty easy to navigate. There wasn't really anything special about
the design though.”

“I did not like this website. I found there to be extra images that obstruct use
on mobile devices.”

“At the end it was really difficult to select the months on my phone for some
reason. Kind of laggy.”

“I really liked the different way of showcasing the lipstick color. The swatches
were cool!”

“Yes, it was frustrating trying to enter my state. It took about 8 tries till it finally
succeeded.”

“I liked the simple pull out side menu and the clutter free design of each
product box.”

“I got a little confused about which tab I should press to find lipstick, face or
makeup.”

“It did look very on trend and like people would want to go back to lol throw
it.”

“I didn't like that the lipsticks didn't show the packaging but only the lip smears.”

“No errors at checkout with formatting, Paypal option, was quick.”
“Pictures were clear and attractive. Pages loaded quickly.”
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“Search bar was hard to find, checkout didn't let me use my quick fill out feature.”
“You couldn't double click to open the cart. You had to click then click open cart.”
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BenchmarkUX / Next Steps
You are
HERE

BENCHMARKING

CRO RESEARCH

HYPOTHESIS

PRIORITIZATION

Research Phase:
In this phase one should collect data to
formulate hypothesis on what to
change to achieve the End Goal.
At CXL Agency, Research includes:
User Tests, Mouse Tracking, Web
Analytics, Qualitative Surveys, Technical
Analysis, Heuristic Analysis.

Hypothesis Phase:
hypotheses are made
based on data collected
during the Research
Phase. The goal is to
identity specific changes
to implement and
document what is the
expected outcome.

Benchmarking is part of the Research
Process.
Prioritization Phase:
generally, one does not have resources to
test all the hypothesis, therefore changes
and tests have to be prioritized.

END GOAL

INCREASE
REVENUES
& PROFIT

Testing Phase:
Testing is the most time-consuming
phase. Whether a test wins or loses, we’re
validating a hypothesis – testing is
essentially validated learning.
At CXL Agency we are able to run over 10
tests per month.

TESTING
CHANGES TO WEBSITE

Competitive Mobile UX Benchmarking - Beauty
CXL
Not sure
how to begin?
GET IN TOUCH
agency

E-mail: info@conversionxl.agency
Phone: +1 855 429-5295

BenchmarkUX / Next Steps
Improvement starts with a

CONVERSION OPTIMIZATION RESEARCH

Get a list of 100+ prioritized website issues*,
identified using our famous ResearchXL
Conversion Research process.
(*along with specific solutions and testing ideas)

40-day delivery. Specific & Actionable roadmap to boost conversions.
Do you know?

How we answer these questions (our research):

●

Why prospects buy the type of products and services you sell?

●

Analytics Audit

●

What’s the end-benefit they’re after?

●

Heatmap, scrollmap, and clickmap tracking

●

Why they’re not buying more from you?

●

Exit surveys set up on key pages in your sales funnel to figure out

●

Their main concerns, doubts, and hesitations?

●

What puts them off—which steps in your sales funnel scare

●

why people didn’t take action (buy, sign up, etc).
●

Usability testing with 10 people (who match your ideal customer

people?

profile) to discover any and all friction points on your current site

Which parts of your website cause the most friction and turn

– and to see what’s working.

buyers away?

●

Website analysis against all major conversion frameworks to

●

What they’d like to know, but can’t find on your site?

●

Which mistakes are costing you dearly?

●

Which parts of your website are actually performing well and

are, why they buy, and how they buy. Customer persona

should be kept?

development.

identify shortcomings.
●

Customer surveys (at least 100 people) to understand who they
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“Optimization through research and
experimentation guarantees growth.”
Peep Laja - CXL Founder

UX & Analytics
Research

Conversion
Optimized Design

Conversion
Optimization

You know your site is leaking
money (they all do), but
where? Identify:

Your site is garbage and
there are too many
problems to fix.

We improve your
conversion rate and boost
revenue per visitor.

• What your target audience wants
and doesn’t want
• UX/UI & technical issues
• Actionable next steps - prioritized
• Knowledge sharing of our
research process and tools with
your team.

• Data driven designs that convert
• Built on latest conversion, usability,
and persuasion know-how

• CRO Process
- Research - Insights Hypotheses - Design Testing - Analyses - Repeat
• Personalization
• Customer lifecycle email strategy

Offices in Austin, TX | Tallinn, Estonia | London, UK | Budapest, Hungary
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